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1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this paper is a global H s-regularity theorem for the
gradient of solutions to elliptic boundary-value problems of second order
with nonsmooth coefficients and mixed Dirichlet]Neumann boundary
conditions.
sŽ . 2Here H V denotes the L -Sobolev space of fractional order s. The
boundary value problem
div E=u s F , 1.1Ž . Ž .
u s 0 on G and › u s 0 on G s 0 1.2Ž .1 n 2
is considered, where V ; R N is a bounded domain with piecewise smooth
def
boundary › V, G ; › V and G s › V _ G .1 2 1
Such boundary value problems arise, for example, in semiconductor
Ž w x w x. Ž .modeling see 3 , 7 , where 1.1 is Poisson's equation for the electric
potential, G is the insulating boundary, and G represents the electric2 1
contacts.
Ž . ‘Ž N=N .In 1.1 the variable matrix E g L V, C is assumed to be uni-
formly coercive in the sense that
T < < 2re y E x y G m yŽ .Ž .
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for all x g V and all vectors y g C N with some m ) 0.It is assumed that
it has the multiplier property
Ef g H s0 V for all vector-fields f g H s0 V for some s g 0, 1r2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
Ž .This condition is fulfilled for s g 0, 1r2 in the case where E in piece-0
wise smooth, which means that E may have jump discontinuities on
finitely many N y 1-dimensional surfaces. In particular, a piecewise con-
stant E is admissible, which is important for many applications.
1Ž . 1Ž .Let Y ; H V be the space of all u g H V with u s 0 on G in the1
sense of the trace and F g Y *, where Y * is the dual of Y. Then u g Y is
Ž . Ž .called a weak solution to 1.1 ] 1.2 , if
² :E=u =w dx s F , w for all w g Y .Ž .H Y *, Y
V
This paper deals with the question of whether F g Y U implies1ys
=u g H s V for some s ) 0. 1.3Ž . Ž .
w 2Ž . x 2Ž .Here Y s L V , Y is the interpolation space between L V and1ys 1ys
Ž w x. UY see 11, 15 , and Y is the space of all Y *, such that1ys
<² : < 5 5F , w F C wY *,Y Y1y s
Ž .for all w g Y with some C g 0, ‘ independent of w.It can be shown that
Ž xunder our assumptions about V that for t g 1r2, 1 Y is the space of allt
tŽ .u g H V with u s 0 on G in the sense of the trace.1
It is known that under certain strong regularity assumptions on V and
1Ž . 2Ž . Ž w x.the partition of › V one has =u g H V if F g L V see 5, Chap. 2 .
This is fulfilled, for example, if E s 1, V is a cube, and G is one side of it.1
Ž .In this case it follows easily by interpolation that 1.3 holds for all
w x 2s g 0, 1 . The H -regularity mentioned above requires serious restrictions
on the geometry of V, in particular on the angles under which G and G1 2
Ž w x .intersect see 5 for the two-dimensional case . In general one cannot
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .expect that 1.3 holds for all s g 0, 1r2 if F g L V .
Therefore, it is the aim of this paper to show that under rather general
Ž xassumptions about V, G , and E, there exists some s g 0, s , which1 0
Ž . w xdepends on V, G , and E, such that 1.3 holds for all s g 0, s .1
Ž .This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 the statement 1.3 is
proved in the case where the domain is a rectangle and G is one side of it.2
Ž .But E may be nonsmooth, such that 1.3 generally does not hold for all
w xs g 0, 1 . The proof is based on a fixed-point argument similar to the
proof of W 1, p-regularity of solutions to mixed elliptic boundary-value
w xproblems presented in 6 .
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In Section 4 the result is obtained in the general case by transformations
of coordinates, using the result from Section 3. The precise assumptions on
V, G , and E are given there. Roughly speaking, it is assumed in this paper1
Ž .that G and G are separated by a N y 2 -dimensional Lipschitz curve.1 2
Ž . w xThe regularity result 1.3 is used in 8 , where a short sketch of the
proof is described in the appendix. However, in this paper all technical
details of the proof are given.
In the last section H s-regularity of the gradient of weak solutions of
nonlinear mixed boundary-value problems of the form
div g =u s E, 1.4Ž . Ž .
supplemented by the boundary conditions
u s 0 on G and › u s 0 on G 1.5Ž .1 n 2
will be proved. Here g : R N “ R N is a Lipschitz-continuous and monotone
function.
2. SOME AUXILIARY LEMMATA
Ž w x.In what follows, Lemma 1 will be used frequently see 8, Lemma 1 .
N w .LEMMA 1. Let U ; R be a Lipschitz domain and let s g 0, 1r2 . Then
Ž .there exists a constant C g 0, ‘ such thats
s 1ys5 5 5 5f =g dx F C f gH H ŽU . H ŽU .s
U
sŽ N . 1Ž .for all ¤ector fields f g H U, C and functions g g H U .
The next lemma says that piecewise smooth functions are H s-multipliers
for s - 1r2.
N w .LEMMA 2. Let U ; R be a Lipschitz domain and let s g 0, 1r2 .
Assume further that the function f : R N “ C has the form
n
g s x f ,Ý C kk
ks1
a Ž N .where the bounded functions f g C R are Holder-continuous for someÈk
a ) s and x are the characteristic functions of Lipschitz domains C ; R N.C kk
Then
gf g H s U for all f g H s U .Ž . Ž .
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Proof. For each Lipschitz domain G ; R N one has
s N 5 5 s 5 5 sx F g H R with x F F c FŽ . H HG G G , s
for all FgH s R N , 2.6Ž . Ž .
Ž .with some c g 0, ‘ independent of F. This follows from the well-knownG, s
2Ž N . sŽ .fact that the extension w g L R of a function w g H U by zeroÄ
sŽ . Ž w x.outside U belongs to H R , since s - 1r2 see 11, Chap. 11.3 . Let
sŽ .u g H U . Since U is a Lipschitz domain and s - 1r2, the extension u ofÄ
Ž . Ž . Ž . Nu defined by u x s u x if x g U and u x s 0 if x g R _ U belongs toÄ Ä
sŽ N . Ž . sŽ N .H R . Moreover, 2.6 yields x u g H R . Next,ÄC j
s N  4f x u g H R for all j g 1, . . . , n . 2.7Ž . Ž .Äj C j
a Ž N .Here we use the well-known fact that bounded functions in C R are
H s-multipliers, provided that a ) s. This follows easily, for example, from
the representation
N‘
2 2 2yŽ1q2 s.
s 2 25 5 5 5 5 5f s f q s t f te q ? y f dtŽ .ÝH L H Lk
0 ks1
s Ž . sof the H -norm for s g 0, 1 , f g H , where e is the unit vector in the xk k
Ž w x.direction see 11, Sect. 1.10.2 .
Ž .Finally, 2.7 yields
n
sgu s f x u N g H U .Ž .ÄŽ .Ý j C Uj
js1
3. THE REGULARITY RESULT FOR A RECTANGLE
The aim of this section is to prove the global H s-regularity theorem
Ž .Theorem 3 for solutions to elliptic boundary-value problems of second
order with nonsmooth coefficients and mixed Dirichlet]Neumann bound-
ary conditions in the case where the domain V ; R N is a rectangle and G2
Ž .Nis one side of it. Actually it suffices to consider a cube G s 0, 1 .
Moreover, assume that
Ny1x , . . . , x , 0 N x , . . . , x g 0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . 41 Ny1 1 Ny1
Ny1w x; g ; x , . . . , x , 0 N x , . . . , x g 0, 1Ž . Ž . 42 1 Ny1 1 Ny1
def
and define g s › G _ g .1 2
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For the sake of generality it is not assumed that g or g is closed.1 2
The boundary-value problem
div E=u s F , 3.8Ž . Ž .
u s 0 on g and › u s 0 on g 3.9Ž .1 n 2
‘Ž N=N .is considered, where the variable matrix E g L G, R is assumed to
be uniformly coercive in the sense that
T < < 2 Nre y E x y G m y for all x g G and all vectors y g C 3.10Ž . Ž .Ž .
with some m ) 0. Moreover, the multiplier property
Ef g H s0 G for all vector-fields f g H s0 G 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .is assumed for some s g 0, 1r2 . As shown in the previous section this0
Ž .condition is fulfilled for s g 0, 1r2 in the case where E is piecewise0
smooth, which means that E may have jump discontinuities on finitely
Ž .many N y 1 -dimensional surfaces.
1Ž .Let Z be the space of all w g H G which are zero on g in the sense1
Ž s. sŽ .of the trace and let Z denote the space of all w g Z with =w g H G .
Since the Dirichlet part of › G has positive measure, Poincare's inequalityÂ
holds for Z. Therefore, Z Ž s. is endowed with the norm
def Ž s.Ž s. s5 5 5 5 w xu s =u for u g Z , s g 0, 1 . 3.12Ž .Z H ŽG.
Moreover, the elliptic operator A: Z “ Z* is defined by
def² :Au, w s E=u =w dx for all u , w g Z. 3.13Ž . Ž .Z*, Z H
G
The aim of this section is to prove
Ž .THEOREM 1. There exists some s g 0, s depending on E, such that for0
U Ž s. sw x Ž .all s g 0, s and u g Z with Au g Z , one has u g Z , i.e., =u g H G1ys
and
5 5 s 5 5 U=u F C Au ,H ŽG. Z0 1y s
Ž .with some constant C g 0, ‘ independent of s, u.0
def 2w Ž . xHere Z s L G , Z denotes the interpolation space betweent t
def U2Ž .Z s L G and Z, and Z is the space of all Z* such that0 1ys
<² : < 5 5F , w F C w for all w g Y ,Z*, Z Z1y s
Ž .with some C g 0, ‘ independent of w.
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Note that due to the possible discontinuity of E, the H 2-regularity of
solutions to the mixed Dirichlet]Neumann problem does still not hold in
this case. This means that the assertion of Theorem 1 generally does not
hold for s s 1.
Let F g Z*. Since Poincare's inequality holds for the space Z, thereÂ
exists a unique JF g Z with
² := JF =w dx s F , w for all w g Z.Ž .H Z*, Z
G
The following lemma says that in the case where E s 1 the assertion of
w xTheorem 1 holds for all s g 0, 1 .
Ž U . Ž s. 5 Ž .5 s 5 5 U w xLEMMA 3. J Z ; Z and = JF F c F for all s g 0, 1H Z1ys 1 1y s
Ž .with some c g 0, ‘ independent of s, F.1
U 2Ž . NProof. First, suppose F g Z s L G *. Recall that G is a cube in R0
and g is one side of its boundary.2
1Ž .Now, JF g Z ; H G solves yD J s F. By developing JF into a Fourier
 4series or by reflection at the boundary surface x s 0 and using standardN
regularity results for elliptic boundary-value problems, it follows that
2 5 5 1 5 5 2JF g H G and = JF F c F , 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .H L1
Ž .where c g 0, ‘ is independent of F.1
2Ž .Define T : L G “ Z* by
Ä1r2² :Tu , w s u ? A w dx ,Ž .Z*, Z H
G
Ä 2Ž .where A is the positive self-adjoint operator in L G defined by
defÄAw s yDw ,
ÄŽ .whose domain D A is the space of all w g Z, such that there exists some
2Ž .g g L G with
=w=c dx s gc dx for all c g Z.H H
G G
Ä Ä 2Ž . Ž .Each w g D A obeys Dw s yAw g L G , w N s 0, and › w s 0 ong n1
g in the sense described above.2
Ätr2w x Ž .For t g 0, 1 it follows from interpolation that D A s Z , sincet
Ä1r2 ÄŽ .D A s Z, where the fractional powers of A are defined by the spectral
Ž w x.theorem see 15 .
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2Ž . 2Ž .Let L: L G “ L G be defined by
def 2Lu s = JTu for u g L G .Ž . Ž .
Ä1r2 2Ž . Ž .Assume that u g Z s D A . Then one has Tu g L G * and hence
1Ž . Ž .Lu g H G by 3.14 . This yields by interpolation
t w xLu g H G for all t g 0, 1 , u g Z . 3.15Ž . Ž .t
U ÄŽ1ys.r2Ž .Now, let F g Z s D A *. Then by Riesz's lemma applied to1y s
ÄŽ1ys.r2 ÄŽ1ys.r2Ž . Ž .D A there exists a unique ¤ g D A such that for all w g Z
ÄŽ1ys.r2Ž .; D A one has
ÄŽ1ys.r2 ÄŽ1ys.r2 ² :A ¤ A w dx s F , w ,Ž . Ž .H Z*, Z
G
and thus
ÄŽ1y2 s.r2 Ä1r2 ÄŽ1y2 s.r2² : ² :F , w s A ¤ A w dx s TA ¤ , w .Ž . Ž .Z*, Z H Z*, Z
G
def Ž1y2 s.r2 sr2Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Hence F s Tu with u s A ¤ g D A s Z . Finally, 3.15 yieldss
s Ž s.Ž . Ž . Ž .= JF s = JTu s Lu g H G ; i.e., JF g Z .
2Ž N . 2Ž N .In what follows the maps S: Z “ L G, C and S*: L G, C “ Z*
are defined by
def def² :Sw s =w and S*w , w s w=w dxZ*, Z H
G
2Ž N .for all vector fields w g L G, C and functions w g Z. Then A can be
written as
A s S*ES, 3.16Ž .
2Ž N .where E acts as a multiplication operator in L G, C .
Ž sŽ N .. Ž s . Ž .LEMMA 4. JS* H G, C ; Z for all s g 0, 1r2 and
s“0
s Ž s.5 5JS* “ 1.BŽH ŽG., Z .
w . Ž .Proof. Let s g 0, 1r2 . By Lemma 1 there exists some c g 0, ‘1 1
such that
s 1ys s<² : < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5S*w , w s w=w dx F c w w F c w w1 1 1Z*, Z H H H H Z1 1 1y s1G
s1Ž . Ufor all vector fields w g H G and w g Z. Hence S*w g Z and1ys1
5 5 U 5 5 s US*w F c w for all S*w g Z .1Z H1 1ys1y s 11
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Now Lemma 3 yields JS*w g Z Ž s1. and
5 5 s 5 5 s= JS*w F c w 3.17Ž . Ž .1 1H ŽG. H ŽG.2
Ž .with some c g 0, ‘ independent of w. On the other hand it follows from2
def
the definition of J, S that u s JS*w g Z obeys
2
25 5 ² :=u s = JS*w =u dy s S*w , uŽ .L H Z*, Z
G
2 25 5 5 5s w=u dy F =u w ,H L L
G
5 Ž .5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 Ž .and hence = JS*w s =u F w . Now, 3.17 and theL ŽG. L ŽG. L ŽG.
Ž . sŽ . Ž .previous estimate yield by interpolation = JS*w g H G , i.e., JS*w g
Z Ž s. and
5 5 Ž s. 5 5 s sr s1 5 5 sJS*w s = JS*w F c wŽ .Z H ŽG. H ŽG.2
sw x Ž .for all s g 0, s , w g H G . This completes the proof.1
def
‘5 5 Ž .LEMMA 5. Let m s E and let m ) 0 as in assumption 3.10 .L
def‘ N=N y2Ž . Ž . Ž .Define the matrix function B g L G, C by B x y s y y mm E x y
N 2Ž .for x g G, y g C . Then the corresponding multiplication operator in L G
obeys
s w x sBw g H G for all s g 0, s , w g H GŽ . Ž .0
s“0
s s5 5 Ž .and B “ L - 1, where s is as in 3.11 .BŽH , H . 0 0
Ž .Proof. An elementary calculation using 3.10 shows that
def 1r22 y22 25 5B F L s 1 y m m - 1. 3.18Ž .Ž .BŽL , L . 0
sŽ . w 2Ž . s0Ž .xSince H G s L G , H G by the reiteration theorem, we obtainsr s0
Ž . Ž .from 3.11 and 3.18 by interpolation
s“0s s sr s 1ysr s0 0s s5 5B H G ; H G and B F c L “ L .Ž . Ž .Ž . BŽH , H . 0 0
Now, Theorem 1 can be proved by a fixed-point argument. For F g Z*
we define Q : Z “ Z byF
def y2Q u s J S*BSu q mm F , 3.19Ž .Ž .F
where B, m, and m are defined as in Lemma 5.
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U Ž s. w xSuppose F g Z and u g Z with some s g 0, s . Then BSu g1ys 0
sŽ . Ž .H G by Lemma 5. Therefore, 3.19 and Lemmas 3 and 4 yield Q u gF
Z Ž s.. Moreover, it follows from the estimates in Lemmas 5 and 4 that
5 5 Ž s. 5 5 Ž s.Q u y Q ¤ F JS*BS u y ¤Ž .Z ZF F
5 5 s Ž s. 5 5 s s 5 5 sF JS* B S u y ¤Ž .BŽH , Z . BŽH , H . H
5 5 s Ž s. 5 5 s s 5 5 Ž s.s JS* B u y ¤ .BŽH , Z . BŽH , H . Z
Hence Q is Lipschitz-continuous on Z Ž s. with Lipschitz constantF
s“0
s Ž s. s s5 5 5 5JS* B “ L - 1.BŽH , Z . BŽH , H . 0
Ž xTherefore, we can choose s g 0, s small enough such that there is a0
L - 1 with
5 5 Ž s. 5 5 Ž s.Q u y Q u F L u y u 3.20Ž .Ä ÄZ ZF F
U Ž s.w xfor all s g 0, s , F g Z , and u, u g Z .Ä1ys
def Uw xNow, let s g 0, s and u g Z with F s Au g Z . Then Q has a1ys F
unique fixed-point u g Z Ž s., i.e.,0
Q u s u . 3.21Ž .F 0 0
From the definition of S, J it follows immediately that S*SJf s f for all
Ž . Ž .f g Z*. Therefore, 3.19 and 3.21 yield by the definition of B
S*Su s S*SQ u s S*BSu q mmy2 F s S*Su q mmy2 F y Au ,Ž .0 F 0 0 0 0
and thus Au s F s Au. Since E is uniformly positive, A is injective on0
Ž s. Ž .Z. Hence u s u g Z . Finally, Q u s Q u s u s u and 3.20 yield0 F F 0 0
5 5 Ž s. 5 5 Ž s. y2 5 5 Ž s. 5 5 Ž s. y2 5 5 Ž s.u F L u q mm JF F L u q mm JAu .Z Z Z Z Z
5 5 Ž s. 5 5 UFrom Lemma 3 and the previous estimate follows u F c Au forZ Z0 1y s
Uw x Ž .all s g 0, s , u g Z with Au g Z . Here c g 0, ‘ does not depend on1ys 0
s, u.
It follows from obvious modifications of Theorem 1 that the mixed
boundary conditions can be replaced by Dirichlet's boundary condition on
0def 1Ž .all of › G. This means that the space Z is replaced by Z s H G , the
1Ž .space of all w g H G with w s 0 on › G, which coincides with the
‘Ž . 1Ž .closure of C G in H G . The following theorem is obtained.0
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Uw xTHEOREM 2. For all s g 0, s and u g Z with Au g Z one has1ys
sŽ .=u g H G and
5 5 s 5 5 U=u F C Au ,H ŽG. Z0 1y s
Ž .with some constant C g 0, ‘ independent of s, u.0
4. THE REGULARITY THEOREM FOR
ARBITRARY DOMAINS
The aim of this section is to prove the global H s-regularity theorem
Ž .Theorem 3 for solutions to elliptic boundary-value problems of second
order with nonsmooth coefficients and mixed Dirichlet]Neumann bound-
ary conditions,
div E=u s F , 4.22Ž . Ž .
u s 0 on G and › u s 0 on G . 4.23Ž .1 n 2
‘Ž N=N .Here E g L V, C denotes a matrix-valued function, which is as-
sumed to be uniformly positive definite, i.e.,
2 N< <re yE x y G c y for all x g V , y g C , 4.24Ž . Ž .Ž . 0
with some c ) 0 independent of x, y. Moreover, it has the multiplier0
property
Ef g H s0 V for all f g H s0 V with some s g 0, 1r2 . 4.25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
As shown in Lemma 2 this assumption is fulfilled in the case where E is
piecewise Holder continuous, i.e., if it has the formÈ
n
E x s x x f x for all x g V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý C kk
ks1
a Ž N .Here f g C R , which means that f is Holder-continuous for someÈk k
a ) s and x are the characteristic functions of Lipschitz domains0 Ck
C ; R N.k
1 ‘ NŽ . Ž .As mentioned before, Y ; H V denotes the closure of C R _ G in0 1
1Ž .H V .
Let F g Y *, where Y * is the dual of Y. Then u g Y is called a weak
Ž . Ž .solution to 4.22 ] 4.23 , if
² : ² :Au, w s F , w for all w g Y ,Y *, Y Y *, Y
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where A: Y “ Y * denotes the elliptic operator defined by
def² :Ac , w s E=c =w dx for c , w g Y .Y *, Y H
V
The goal of this section is to prove
Ž .THEOREM 3. There exists some s g 0, s , depending on V and G and0 1
U sw x Ž .E, such that for all s g 0, s and u g Y with Au g Y one has =u g H V1ys
and
5 5 s 5 5 5 5 U=u F C u q Au ,Ž .H ŽV . Y Y0 1y s
Ž .with some constant C g 0, ‘ independent of s, u.0
def 2w Ž . x Ž .Here Y s L V , Y denotes the complex interpolation space be-t t
def 2Ž .tween Y s L V and Y. For Theorem 3 some additional technical but0
mild regularity assumptions are imposed on V and the decomposition of
its boundary, which will be given precisely now.
V ; R N is assumed to be a bounded Lipschitz domain, G ; › V is a1
def
measurable subset, and G s › V _ G . It is assumed that there are open2 1
sets U Ž1., . . . , U ŽM . ; R N and bi-Lipschitz transformations
def NŽk . Žk . N < <T : U “ Q s y1, 1 s x g R : x - 1 ,Ž .  4j
Žk . Žk . Ž Žk ..y1which means that T is bijective and T , T are globally
Lipschitz-continuous, with the following properties: V l U Žk . is a Lip-
M Žk .schitz domain and V ; D U .ks1
Moreover, the sets U Žk . fall into four categories. In the first case
 4 Žk .k g 1, . . . , M U does not intersect G , i.e.,1 2
defŽk . Žk . Žk .  4G s T U l V s x g Q : x ) 0 ,Ž . N
Žk . Žk . Žk .  4and T maps U l G s U l › V onto x g Q : x s 0 .1 N
 4In the second case k g M q 1, . . . , M the same holds with G re-1 2 1
placed by G and vice versa, which means that U Žk . intersects only G .2 2
 4The third category k g M q 1, . . . , M consists of those sets which2 3
intersect G and G . Here T Žk . maps the two parts of the boundary onto1 2
orthogonal planes; more precisely,
 4 Žk . Žk .x g Q : x s 0, x ) 0 ; T U l GŽ .Ny1 N 1
 4; x g Q : x s 0, x G 0Ny1 N
 4 Žk . Žk .x g Q : x ) 0, x s 0 ; T U l GŽ .Ny1 N 2
 4; x g Q : x G 0, x s 0 ,Ny1 N
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Žk . Žk .Ž Žk . .  4and G s T U l V s x g Q : x ) 0, x ) 0 . For the sake ofNy1 N
generality it is not assumed that any part G of the boundary is closed.j
 4 Žk .In the last case k g M q 1, . . . , M U does not intersect › V3
and GŽk . s Q.
The T Žk . have the following additional mild regularity property. There
Žk . Žk . ÄŽk . ÄŽk . Nare bounded Lipschitz domains B , . . . , B , B , . . . , B ; R and1 n 1 n
Žk . Žk . 1r2 Ž N N=N .Holder-continuous functions f , . . . , f g C R , R andÈ 1 n
Žk . Žk . 1r2Ž N .g , . . . , g g C R , R , such that1 2
n
Žk . Žk .




y1Žk . Žk . Žk .< < Žk .det DT x s g x x x for all x g U .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄÝ j Bj
js1
This means in particular that these functions may be discontinuous on
Ž .finitely many N y 1 -dimensional manifolds.
 4Next, some function spaces are introduced. In the case k g 1, . . . , M1
 4 Žk .or k g M q 1, . . . , M , where U does not intersect the Neumann3
0 0defŽk . 1 Žk . 1 Žk .Ž . Ž .boundary G , we define Z s H G . Here H G denotes the2
‘Ž Žk .. 1Ž Žk .. closure of C G in H G . In the remaining cases k g M q0 1
4 Žk . 1Ž Žk .. Ž .1, . . . , M Z denotes the space of all w g H G , with w x s 0 on3
Ž Žk ..  4› G _ x s 0 in the sense of the trace.N
defŽk . 2 Žk . Žk . Žk , t .w Ž . xFinally, Z s L G , Z and Z endowed with the norm as int t
Ž . Žk . tŽ Žk .. w x3.12 are the space of all w g Z with =w g H G for t g 0, 1 .
The main idea of the proof of Theorem 3 is a transformation of
coordinates and the application of the regularity results 1 and 2 of the
previous section.
For the following lemma it is essential that the derivatives of T Žk . are
Ž Ž ..assumed to be piecewise Holder-continuous see 4.26 .È
Ž . Žk , s.LEMMA 6. Let s g 0, 1r2 and w g Z . Then
Žk . s Žk . 5 Žk . 5 s Žk . 5 5 Žk , s.= w (T g H V l U and = w (T F c w ,Ž .Ž . Ž . H ŽV lU . Zs
Ž .with some constant c g 0, ‘ independent of w.s
Proof. Since T Žk . is a Lipschitz transformation, one has
Žk . 2 Žk . 5 Žk . 5 2 Žk . 5 5 2 Žk .w(T g L V l U and w(T F c wŽ . L ŽV lU . L ŽG .1, 0
4.27Ž .
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2Ž Žk ..for all vector fields w g L G , and
Žk . 1 Žk . 5 Žk . 5 1 Žk . 5 5 1 Žk .w(T g H V l U and w(T F c w ,Ž . H ŽV lU . H ŽG .1, 1
4.28Ž .
1Ž Žk .. Ž .provided that w g H G . Here c , c g 0, ‘ independent of w. By1, 0 1, 1
Ž . Ž .interpolation it follows from 4.27 and 4.28 that
Žk . s Žk . 5 Žk . 5 s Žk . 5 5 s Žk .w(T g H V l U and w(T F c wŽ . H ŽV lU . H ŽG .1, s
4.29Ž .
w x sŽ Žk ..for all s g 0, 1 and w g H G .
Žk . Žk . Ž .Since T is an admissible transformation, DT has the form 4.26 .
Hence, it follows from Lemma 2 that
w Žk . x s Žk .DT *u g H V l U 4.30Ž . Ž .
and
5 Žk . 5 s 5 5 s s Žk .w xDT *u F c u for all u g H V l U .Ž .H H2, s
w .Here c g 1, ‘ depends only on s.2, s
Žk , s. sŽ Žk ..Now, let w g Z , i.e., =w g H G . Then
Žk . Žk . Žk . s Žk .w x= w (T s DT * ? =w (T g H V l UŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .by 4.29 and 4.30 . Finally, the desired norm estimate is fulfilled with
def
c s c c .s 1, s 2, s
Žk . ‘Ž Žk . N=N .  4In what follows E g L G , C denotes for k g 1, . . . , M the
variable matrix defined by
y1Žk . Žk . Žk . Žk .< <E y s det DT x DT x E x DT x * 4.31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for y s T Žk .x with x g V l U Žk ..
Žk . Žk . Ž Žk ..As in the previous section A : Z “ Z * denotes the elliptic
operator defined by
defŽk . Žk . Žk .Žk . Žk .² :A c , w s E =c =w dx for c , w g Z .Z *, Z H
Žk .G
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Ž .THEOREM 4. There exists some s g 0, s depending on V and G and E,0 1
Žk . Žk . Žk .w x Ž .such that for all s g 0, s and c g Z with A c g Z * one has1ys
sŽ Žk ..=c g H G and
5 5 s 5 Žk . 5 Žk .=c F C A c ,H ŽZ .*0 1y s
Ž .with some constant C g 0, ‘ independent of s and c .0
Proof. Recall that each GŽk . is a rectangle, and in the cases k g
 4  4 Žk .1, . . . , M or k g M q 1, . . . , M , where U does not intersect the1 3 0def 1Žk . Žk .Ž .Neumann boundary G , we have Z s H G . In the remaining cases2
 4k g M q 1, . . . , M let1 3
def defŽk . Žk . Žk .g s T U l G and g s › G _ g . 4.32Ž .Ž .2, k 2 1, k 2, k
Žk . 1Ž Žk .. Ž .Then Z is the space of all w g H G , with w x s 0 on g in the1, k
‘ NŽ .sense of the trace, which coincides with the closure of C R _ g in0 1, k
1Ž Žk .. Žk .H G , since G is a cube and g is one side of it.2, k
Now Theorems 1 and 2 can be applied to the AŽk .. For this purpose it
Žk . Ž . Žk .suffices to show that E satisfies condition 3.11 . Note that each E
Ž . Ž .obeys condition 3.10 by 4.24 . Next it is shown that
EŽk .w g H s0 GŽk . for all w g H s0 GŽk . , 4.33Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where s ) 0 as in assumption 4.25 .0
s0Ž Žk ..Suppose w g H G . As in the proof of the previous lemma one has
def Žk . s Žk .0u s w(T g H V l U . 4.34Ž . Ž .
Žk . < Žk .Ž . <y1 Ž .Since DT and det DT ? have the form 4.26 , it follows from
s0Ž Žk .. Ž .Lemma 2 that these functions are H V l U multipliers. Hence 4.34
Ž .and assumption 4.25 on E yield
Žk . Žk . < Žk . <y1 Žk . Žk . s0 Žk .E w (T s det DT ? DT E DT *u g H V l U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žk .y1 Ž . Žk .Since T is bi-Lipschitzian, it follows as in 4.34 that E w g
s0Ž Žk .. Ž .H G . Hence 4.33 is proved and the desired result follows from
Theorems 1 and 2.
The aim of the following considerations is to obtain Theorem 3 from
‘Ž Žk ..Theorems 1 and 2 by local changes of coordinates. Let x g C U ,k 0
 4 Žk .k g 1, . . . , M be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering U ,
 4k g 1, . . . , M of V.
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Ž . w x Žk .LEMMA 7. i For t g 0, 1 , w g Z , the function R w defined byt k
def Žk .R w x s x x w T xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k k
for xgU Žk .lV and R w x s0 if xgV_U Žk .Ž . Ž .k
5 5 5 5 Žk . Ž .belongs to Y and R w F c w , with some c g 0, ‘ independent ofY Zt k 1 1t t
t, w.
Ž .ii For u g Y one has
y1 y1Žk . Žk . Žk . Žk .5 5 5 5x u ( T g Z and x u ( T F c u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Z Yk k 1
Ž .with some c g 0, ‘ independent of t, w, and u.1
Proof. Let w g Z Žk .. Since T Žk . is a bi-Lipschitz mapping, we have
Žk . 1Ž Žk . .w (T g H U l V , and therefore
R w g H 1 V for all w g Z Žk . . 4.35Ž . Ž .k
Ž .It remains to show that R w obeys the trace condition. By 4.32 one hask
Žk . Žk . w Žk . xT G l U ; › G _ g s g ,Ž .1 2, k 1, k
and hence
‘ NG l supp R w s B for all w g C R _ g . 4.36Ž . Ž .Ž .1 k 0 1, k
Žk . ‘ N 1 Žk .Ž . Ž .Since Z is the closure of C R _ g in H G , it follows from0 1, k
Ž . Ž .4.35 and 4.36 that
R w g Y for all w g Z Žk . . 4.37Ž .k
2Ž . Žk . 2Ž Žk .. Ž .Obviously, R w g Y s L V for w g Z s L G . Hence i followsk 0 0
from interpolation.
def Žk . y1Ž . Ž . Ž .To prove ii it suffices to show that the trace of w s x u ( Tk
‘ N Žk .Ž . Ž .vanishes on g if u g C R _ G . Since supp x ; U and1, k 0 1 k
Žk .Ž Žk ..T U s Q, it suffices to show that w vanishes on g l Q. But this1, k
follows from
y1 y1 y1Žk . Žk . Žk . Žk .T g l Q s T › G l Q _ T g l QŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1, k 2, k
; U Žk . l › V _ U Žk . l G s U Žk . l GŽ . Ž . Ž .2 1
Ž .by 4.32 .
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Žk . Ž . Ž .For u g Y and w g Z a short calculation using 4.31 and Lemma 7
shows
² Žk . Žk .y1 : Žk . Žk . ² :A x u (T , w s Au, R wŽ .Ž . Z *, Z Y *, Yk k
² : Žk . Žk .q D u , w 4.38Ž .Z *, Zk
for all u g Y, w g Z Žk ., where D : Y “ Z Žk .U is defined byk
² : Žk . Žk .D u , w Z *, Zk
Žk . Žk .s u E=x = w (T y E=u =x w (T dx.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H k k
Žk .U lV
LEMMA 8. For all u g Y one has
Žk .U UŽk .5 5 5 5D u g Z and D u F C u ,Z Yk 1ys k 21y s
Ž .with some constant C g 0, ‘ independent of u. Here s ) 0 as in Theo-2
rem 4.
Ž .Proof. Since s - 1r2 it follows from 4.25 , Lemma 1, and the defini-
tion of D thatk
<² : Žk . Žk . <D u , w Z *, Zk
Žk . Žk .
s 1ys Žk . 1 2 Žk .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F K u w (T q u w (TH ŽV . H ŽU l V . H ŽV . L ŽU l V .1
1y s Žk . Žk .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F K u w F K u w ,Y H ŽG . Y Z2 2 1y s
Žk .Ž .with K , K g 0, ‘ independent of u g Y, w g Z .1 2
Now, the proof of the main result of this section, Theorem 3, can be
completed.
w xProof of Theorem 3. Let s g 0, s with s as in Theorem 4 and u g Y
U Ž .with Au g Y . By 4.38 , Lemma 7, and Lemma 8 the functions1ys
def Žk .y1 Žk .Ž .c s x u (T g Z obeyk k
<² Žk . : Žk . Žk . < <² w: < <² : Žk . Žk . <A c , w F Au, R q D u , wZ *, Z Y *, Y Z *, Zk k k
5 5 U 5 5 Žk . 5 5 5 5 Žk .F Au c w q c u wY Z Y Z1 21y s 1ys 1ys
5 5 U 5 5 5 5 Žk .F c Au q c u w ,Ž .Y Y Z1 21y s 1ys
i.e.,
Žk . Žk .U 5 Žk . 5 Žk . 5 5 U 5 5A c g Z and A c F c Au q c u .Z * Y Yk 1ys k 1 21y s 1ys
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Since s F s, this yields by Theorem 4
Žk , s. 5 5 Žk , s. 5 5 U 5 5c g Z and c F c c Au q c u .Ž .Z Y Yk k 0 1 21y s
Ž .Now, it follows from the definition of c and Lemma 6 that = x u sk k
Ž Žk .. sŽ Žk ..= c (T g H V l U andk
5 5 s Žk . 5 5 U 5 5= x u F c c c Au q c u .Ž . Ž .H ŽV lU . Y Yk s 0 1 21y s
NSince u s Ý x u, this yields the desired result.ks1 k
5. THE NONLINEAR BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM
s Ž . Ž .In this section the H -regularity statement 1.3 , s g 0, 1r2 for the
gradient of solutions to the nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem
Ž . Ž .1.6 , 1.7 , is proved.
In what follows all functions under consideration are real valued. It is
assumed that V ; R N satisfies the assumptions of the previous sections,
and g : R N “ R N is assumed to be monotone and Lipschitz-continuous,
i.e.,
< < 2 Ng z y g y z y y G c z y y for all y , z g R 5.39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
and
< < < < Ng z y g y F m z y y for all y , z g R , 5.40Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .with some c g 0, 1 and m g 1, ‘ .1
Next, the nonlinear elliptic operator A : Y “ Y * is defined byg
² :A u , w s g =u =w dx for u , w g Y . 5.41Ž . Ž .Y *, Y Hg
V
The aim of this section is to prove the following.
Ž .THEOREM 5. There exists s g 0, 1r2 , depending only on V, G , and g,Ä 1
w x Usuch that for all s g 0, s and all u g Y with A u g Y one has =u gÄ g 1ys
sŽ .H V .
For the proof the following operators are introduced. Define L: Y “
2Ž Nq1. 2Ž Nq1.L V, R and L*: L V, R “ Y * by
def
Lu s =u , u 5.42Ž . Ž .
def
2² : ² :L*F , w s F , Lw s F , . . . , F =w q F w dx ,Ž . Ž .Y *, Y L H 1 N Nq1
V
5.43Ž .
2Ž Nq1.for u, w g Y and vector fields F g L V, R .
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2Ž Nq1. 2Ž Nq1.Next G: L V, R “ L V, R is defined by
def
G f , a s f , a y l g ( f , . . . , g ( f , aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 N
s f y l g ( f , 1 y l a 5.44Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
def2 2 N y2Ž . Ž .for a g L V, R and f g L V, R with l s c m , where c and m1 1
Ž . Ž .are as in 5.39 , 5.40 . Moreover, A , B : Y “ Y * are defined byL g
def ² : w xA s L*L, i.e., A u , w s =u=w q uw dx 5.45Ž .Y *, Y HL L
V
² :B u , w s g =u =w q uw dx 5.46Ž . Ž .Y *, Y Hg
V
for u, w g Y. One easily obtains that A : Y “ Y * is bijective.L
Now it follows from Theorem 3 in the case E s 1 that there exists some
UŽ x w xs g 0, s , such that for all s g 0, s and F g Y one has0 1ys
y1 s 5 y1 5 s 5 5 U= A F g H V and = A F F C F , 5.47Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . H ŽV . YL L 0 1y s
w .with some C g 0, ‘ independent of s, F.0
Ž s. sŽ .In what follows Y denotes the space of all u g Y, with =u g H V
endowed with the norm
def
Ž s. s5 5 5 5u s Lu . 5.48Ž .Y H
y1 s sw x Ž Ž . Ž ..LEMMA 9. For all s g 0, s we ha¤e LA L* g B H V , H V andL
def s“0y1
s s5 5k s LA L* “ 1.BŽH , H .0, s L
sŽ Ž ..Proof. By the same argument as in Lemma 4 one has L* H V ;
U Ž .Y . Hence 5.47 yields1ys
y1 s sLA L* g B H V , H V . 5.49Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L
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5 5By the definition of L, L*, A , and the norm ? in Y one has forYL
2Ž Nq1.f g L V, R , as in the proof of Lemma 4, that
5 y1 5 2 2 ² y1 y1 :LA L*f s L*LA L*f , A L*fL Y *, YL L L
² y1 :s L*f , A L*f Y *, YL
² y1 : 2s f , LA L*f LL
5 5 2 5 y1 5 2F f LA L*f .L LL
5 y1 5 2 2 Ž .Hence LA L* F 1. Finally, Lemma 9 follows from 5.49 andBŽL , L .L
the previous estimate by interpolation.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 10. There exist s g 0, s , k - 1, and C g 0, ‘ , depending on1 1 1
sŽ .V and g, such that Gf g H V and
5 5 s 5 5 s 5 5 2Gf F k f q C 1 q fŽ .H H L1 1
w x sŽ .for all s g 0, s and f g H V .1
2Ž N Nq1. 2Ž N Nq1.Proof. First, let G : L R , R “ L R , R be defined by0
def 2 N Nq1G f x s x x h f x for a vector field f g L R , R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0
5.50Ž .
Ž .where according to 5.44 ,
def
h j , h s j , h y l g j , . . . , g j , h s j y lg j , 1 y l hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 N
N Ž . ‘Ž N .for j g R and h g R. In 5.50 x g C R is a cut-off function for V,0
Ž . Ž . Ni.e., x x s 1 on V and x x F 1 for all x g R . An elementay calcula-
Ž . Ž .tion using 5.39 and 5.40 shows
< < < < Nq1h z y h y F a z y y for all y , z g R , 5.51Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž 2 y2 .1r2with a s 1 y c m - 1.1
sŽ N .For the following considerations H R is endowed with the norm
N‘def2 2 2yŽ1q2 s.
s 2 25 5 5 5 5 5f s f q s t f te q ? y f dtŽ .ÝH L H Lk
0 ks1
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Ž . s Žfor s g 0, 1 , f g H , where e is the unit vector in the x direction seek k
w x. Ž . Ž . Ž .11, Sect. 1.10.2 . From 5.50 and 5.51 it follows for s g 0, 1r2 that
5 5 2 s 5 5 2 2G w y G wH L0 0
N‘
yŽ1 q2 s. 25 5F s t x te q ? y x h w te q ?Ž . Ž .Ž .ŽÝH Lk k
0 ks1
2
25 5q x h w te q ? y h w dtŽ . Ž .Ž . .Lk
N‘ y1yŽ1q2 s. 25 5F s t C t 1 q t sup h wŽ . Ž .ÝH L ŽB Ž z ..1 Rž
N0 ks1 zgR
2
25 5qa w te q ? y w dtŽ . Lk /
‘ 2y2yŽ1q2 s. 2 25 5F s t C t 1 q t 1 q wŽ . Ž .H L2ž0
N
22 25 5qa w te q ? y w dtŽ .Ä Ý Lk /
ks1
5 5 2 2 2 5 5 2 s 5 5 2 2F C 1 q w q a w y w ,ÄŽ . Ž .L H L3
Ž .where a g a , 1 and R ) 0 is chosen large enough, such that supp x ;Ä
Ž .  < < 4 Ž .B 0 s x - R . By the previous estimate there exists some C g 0, ‘ ,R
w x sŽ N .such that for all s g 0, 1 , w g H R ,
5 5 s 5 5 s 5 5 2G w F a w q C 1 q w . 5.52Ž . Ž .ÄH H L0
def2 2Ž . <Now, let R: L “ L V be the restriction operator defined by Rf s f V
2Ž . 2 Ž .Ž . Ž .and let R*: L V “ L be the adjoint to R, i.e., R*u x s u x if
Ž .Ž . N Ž .x g V and R*u x s 0 for all x g R _ V. Fix s g 0, 1r2 . Since V is2
w xa Lipschitz domain, it follows from 11, Sect. 1.11.3 that
R g B H s2 , H s2 V , R* g B H s2 V , H s2 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 2With R s R* s 1 we obtain by interpolationBŽL , L ŽV .. BŽL ŽV ., L .
5 5 s s 5 5 s 5 5 s s 5 5 sRw F a w and R*w F a w 5.53Ž .H ŽV . H H H ŽV .
w x Ž .for all s g 0, s with some a g 0, ‘ independent of s. Inequalities2
Ž . Ž .5.52 ] 5.53 yield
s
s s s 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Gf F RG R*f F a a R*f q C 1 q R*fŽ .ÄH ŽV . H ŽV . H L0 1
2 s 5 5 s s s 5 5 2F a a f q a C 1 q a f . 5.54Ž .Ä Ž .H ŽV . L ŽV .1
Ž .Since a - 1 the assertion follows from 5.54 .Ä
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Remark 1. The previous lemma can also be proved by using the norm
5 5 2 s 5 5 2 2 < <yNy2 s < < 2f s f q x y y f x y f y dx dyŽ . Ž .H ŽV . L ŽV . H H
V V
sŽ . Ž w x.on H V see 9, Sect. 6.8 .
Now, the main result of this section can be proved. For this purpose it is
essential that k - 1 in the estimate of the previous lemma.1
Uw xProof of Theorem 5. Suppose s g 0, s . For F g Y , u g Y we define1ys
def y1T u s A L*G Lu q lF ,Ž .Ž .F L
def y2 Ž s. sŽ . Ž . Ž .with l s c m and c , m as in 5.39 . If u g Y , then G Lu g H V1 1
y1 Ž . sŽ . y1 Ž .by Lemma 10, and therefore LA L*G Lu g H V , i.e., A L*G LuL L
Ž s. Ž . Ž s.g Y by Lemma 9. With 5.47 it follows that T u g Y andF
5 5 Ž s. 5 y1 5 s 5 y1 5 Ž s. 5 5 sT u F LA L*GLu q l A F F k G Lu q C .Ž .Y H Y HF L L 0, s F , s
Ž .According to 5.48 and the norm estimates in Lemmas 9 and 10 there
Ž x Ž . Ž .exist s g 0, s , k g 0, 1 , and C g 0, ‘ withÄ F , s
5 5 Ž s. 5 5 Ž s. 5 5T u F k u q C 1 q u 5.55Ž . Ž .Y Y YF F , s
w x Ž s. Ufor all s g 0, s , u g Y and F g Y .Ä 1ys
Ž .Moreover, it follows from 5.51 that G is Lipschitz-continuous with a
2Ž Nq1.Lipschitz constant g - 1 on L V, R . Therefore, one has by the norm
Ž .definition 5.48 and Lemma 9 in the case s s 0 that T is a contraction inF
Y, i.e.,
5 5 5 5T u y T ¤ F k u y ¤ for all u , ¤ g Y and F g Y *, 5.56Ž .Y YF F 2
with some k - 1.2
def Uw x Ž .Now, fix s g 0, s , u g Y with F s B u g Y . Then 5.55 andÄ 1 g 1 1ys
Ž .5.56 yield
5 5 5 5 5 5 Ž s. 5 5 Ž s.T u F k u q T 0 F k u q C for all u g Y .Ž .Y Y Y YF 2 F 2 F , s
5.57Ž .
Ž . Ž .By 5.55 and 5.57 the set
def Ž s. Ž s.5 5 5 5U s u g Y : u F C , u F C 4Y Y1 2
def defy1Ž . Ž .obeys T U ; U, where C s C 1 y k and C s C 1 q CF 1 F , s 2 2 F , s 1
Ž .y11 y k .
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Since the set U ; Y is closed in the Y-topology, T has a uniqueF
Ž s. Ž .fixed-point u g U ; Y by 5.56 , i.e., u s T u . Since L*GL s L*L0 0 F 0
Ž . Ž .y lB by 5.42 ] 5.46 , this yieldsg
L*Lu s A u s A T u s L*GLu q lF s L*Lu q l F y B u ,0 L 0 L F 0 0 0 g 0
Ž .and thus B u s F s B u . Since B is injective on Y by 5.39 , it followsg 0 g 1 g
that u s u g Y Ž s.. Hence it has been shown that B u g Y U with1 0 g 1ys
w x Ž s.s g 0, s implies u g Y . But this completes the proof of Theorem 5,Ä
U Usince it follows easily that A u g Y implies B u g Y .g 1ys g 1ys
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